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Copyright industries turn to streaming

In 2016, 40% of media and digital product companies will generate
revenue through streaming subscription services (Gartner Group).



Technological Changes in the Music Industry

MP3, unpaid file-sharing, legal downloading, .. and now streaming
have had a great impact on industy revenues.
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Streaming to the rescue?

Streaming now single largest source of music industry revenues in US.



This paper

How does adopting a subscription streaming service affect music
consumption?

Consequences for consumers: Welfare enhancing? Reduce search
frictions?
Consequences for producers: levelling the playing field or
winner-take-all market? Staying power?

Track consumers across a large set of music services

Observe moment of adoption for largest streaming provider Spotify
Full digital pre- and post-adoption consumption
How long do the effects last?
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Questions
Short-, medium-, and long-run impact

What are the quantity effects of adopting streaming services?
Volume of music consumption
Spotify substituting or complementing consumption on iTunes?

What happens to consumed variety when users adopt a streaming
service?

Amount of variety in songs, artists, genres
Nature of variety, e.g., long tail consumption vs. superstars

How does the networked and digital nature of streaming services
facilitate discovery of (high-value) content?

Amount of new music
Repeat consumption
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Overview

1 Background
2 Data
3 Empirical approach and model
4 Identification
5 Results
6 Discussion
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Ownership versus access
The price of variety to the consumer
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Limits on demand and supply of variety

Demand limits on entertainment variety
costs of the marginal variety (Bronnenberg 2015)
search costs (Elberse 2008)
idiosyncratic tastes (Crain and Tolison 2002)

Supply limits on entertainment variety
Economics of superstars (Rosen 1981) - strongly convex rewards
Consumption capital (Adler 1985) - increasing returns

Effects of streaming-services on these limits
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Data collection
Music recommendation service (confidential)

Scraping of consumption history
keys: user and time stamp
variables: platforms, song title, artist
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Data collection
Service aggregates from other music services

Plug-in for other music services
upon activation, send song titles from user’s music player to user
profiles at service
extensive coverage of players/platforms, but no FM radio

Social network
not the focus of this study
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Sample

Random sample of 5K service users, active in 4-2014
use service’s API to obtain music consumption between 1-2013 and
8-2015 (2.5 years)

collect time stamp, song and artist name

scrape users’ profile pages between 5-2014 and 8-2015 (63 weeks)
augment data with platform choices

keep 4033 users, 123 million plays
drop 970 users who are inactive or change privacy settings
descriptives: 74% male, median age 22.4, 3 hours daily consumption

Active vs. passive listening
receiving recommendations is active choice
unlikely to listen against will
skipped songs (< 50% completed, < 30 seconds) removed
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Platforms

Streaming platforms: Spotify most popular (others negligible, <.5%)
Ownership-based platforms: iTunes most popular

Winamp, Windows Media Player, and Foobar2000, treated as
consolidated

Group of fragmented niche players, treated as consolidated
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Trends in sample

Spotify’s share of playcounts increasing
iTunes’ and other ownership platforms’ share of playcounts decreasing
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Inferring Spotify adoption

First ever observed use of Spotify and ≥ 45 days no Spotify
Low churn (approx. 10% after a year)
Discard users using niche services (714), already adopted (1135), or no
data in initialization period (206)



Variables

measures
quantity: play counts
variety

breadth of variety: number of unique varieties
concentration in common favorites: superstars (share in top 20, 100,
500 varieties)
concentration in personal favorites: Herfindahl index over a user’s
weekly plays

discovery (songs never played in observed 2 year user history)
share of new music, and new music played more than once (unique
content)
ratio of share of top discoveries with top variety

dimensions
three categories of variety: songs, artists, genres

incorporating all scrobbled music consumption
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Empirical approach
Difference-in-difference regression

for each dependent variable run two-way fixed effects regression model
user i , week t,

Yit = αi + γt + βST · I (0 ≤ weeks since adoptionit ≤ 1)
+ βMT · I (2 ≤ weeks since adoptionit ≤ 24)
+ βLT · I (weeks since adoptionit ≥ 25) + εit ,

αi – user heterogeneity in preference for Yit , e.g., play-counts, variety,
new content, etc.
γt – non linear trends, seasonality, and special events
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Identification challenge
Yit = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Objects of interest are β’s.
We account for time effects and household fixed effects.

By construction εit have mean zero for all i and t.

Self-treated group of Spotify adopters should be statistically identical
to the non-adopters in any way except their adoption.

Formally,
εit ⊥ I jit , j ∈ {ST ,MT , LT}
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Identification challenge
εit ⊥ I jit , j ∈ {ST ,MT , LT}

1 self-selection into treatment

2 treated and control can exit at different moments in a trending
industry
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Identification strategy
εit ⊥ I jit , j ∈ {ST ,MT , LT}

1 self-selection into treatment

2 treated and control can exit at different moments in a trending
industry
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Identification strategy
εit ⊥ I jit , j ∈ {ST ,MT , LT}

1 self-selection into treatment
⇒ use propensity score matching:

selects those i from the control group that make εit ⊥ I jit

2 treated and control can exit at different moments in a trending
industry
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Identification strategy
εit ⊥ I jit , j ∈ {ST ,MT , LT}

1 self-selection into treatment
⇒ use propensity score matching:

selects those i from the control group that make εit ⊥ I jit

2 treated and control can exit at different moments in a trending
industry

⇒ match activity window:
balances I jit across adopters and non-adopters for each
t and hence for j ∈ {ST ,MT , LT}
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Propensity score matching
Estimate adoption model

Propensity to adopt by consumer i is related to variables Zi

pre-sample period behavior for adopters and non-adopters:
average playcount, genre concentration, average age of music library
demographics:
location, age, gender

Model

Pr (adopti ) = Pr (Ziω + ηi > 0) , ηi ∼ EVI

Propensity scores, ki = Zi ω̂ for all i
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Additional matching
Propensity score is one of 3 criteria on which we match

We combine
1 propensity score
2 beginning point in observation window
3 end point in observation window

Match each adopter ia with a non-adopter in of a similar score
compute Mahalanobis distance between users
use one-closest neighbor algorithm
matching without replacement; allow up to 3rd best match
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Evaluating the matching procedure
Distribution of propensity scores

matched scores close for adopters and matched non-adopters
treatment and control groups balanced (no statistical difference)
no diverging trends prior to adoption
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Results
Overview

Main results
quantity
variety
discovery

Heterogeneity in treatment effects
Robustness checks
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Quantity
log (playcountit) = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Adoption of Spotify
increases total consumption;
decreases consumption on iTunes, Winanmp, WMP and Foobar
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Variety: unique artists, songs, and genres
log (unique musicit) = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Adoption increases variety in music consumption
Unique artists increase by 63% instantaneously (36% in the long run)
Holds for genres, and for songs
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Variety: Concentration in Superstars
ShareTopArtists = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Adoption reduces consumption of superstars in the short- and
medium-run
Estimates somewhat noisy in the long-run for Top 100; retained for
Top 20 and Top 500
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Variety: Concentration in Personal Favorites
Herfindahlit = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Adoption generates consumption away from personal favorites
Robust to C2 and C10; holds for genre, too.
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Discovery: Share of unique content
Shareit = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Adoption increases the share of new music consumption
across artists and songs, and across time horizons
magnitude substantial (cf. pre-adoption levels of .15 and .33)
Effects hold for genres
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Discovery: Downward Selection in New Music
Shareit = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Spotify adoption reduces repeat consumption of new music (content
played more than once)
Effects substantial (cf. pre-adoption baselines of .60 and .22)
Holds for genres; somewhat noisy for songs in the long run (p < .10)
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Discovery: Upward Selection of the Best New Music
Ratioit = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

Spotify adoption results in top new songs receiving more plays
Effects somewhat weak in the long-run for artists
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Heterogeneous treatment effects: Discovery
Shareit = αi + γt +

∑
j∈{ST ,MT ,LT}

βj · I jit + εit

The increase in new music among adopters is stronger for older users
(age > 22) and those with limited exposure to variety (artist
concentration)
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Robustness checks

matching
placebo adoption tests (parallel trends assumption)
selection on unobservables
effects robust to model without matching (507 adopters, 1,471
non-adopters)

models
alternative measures (log / non-log, fractional logits)
alternative definitions of medium and long run

alternative explanations
recommendation algorithms (e.g., Spotify running)
supply (e.g., Taylor Swift)
role of innovators (Canada/Brazil) vs. late adopters (other countries)
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Implications for Producers
extensive consumer margin up, better communication, intensive consumer margin down

Producers
Discovery: Spotify permanently expands consumers’ attention to a
wider set of artists,
Consumption capital: delivers and disseminates consumption capital
about artists efficienty, but
Repeat consumption: the flip side is that repeat consumption is lower
after adopting Spotify
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Implications for Consumers
Less deadweight loss, more welfare

Consumers
Deadweight loss: Marginal cost of variety is 0 instead of 99 cents. No
deadweight loss for songs worth less than 99 cents to a consumer.

Primary consumption expansion: Even six months after adoption,
consumption is 49 percent higher.

Welfare: Better match with consumer tastes
More variety,
More consumption capital,
More discovery
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Conclusions

Study of music consumption
unique panel data set
subjects are not recruited
covers actual listening behavior
comprehensive set of music services

Streaming effect on actual adopters
allows for concurrent usage of all other platforms
allows for estimation of long run effects
usage of a wide set of metrics
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Thanks!

Hannes Datta

h.datta@uvt.nl

Paper available at go.uvt.nl/spotify
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Appendix: Propensity score matching
Results of adoption model (logit)

Model fit (Hit rate = 66%, McFadden Pseudo R2 = 9%)
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Appendix: Evaluating the matching procedure
Distribution of activity window

same activity profile across adopters and matched non-adopters
spikes due to some interruptions in data collection
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Appendix: Evaluating the matching procedure

Test for diverging trends (Placebo tests)
using pre-treatment data
insert "artificial" adoption dummy half way before adoption
if significant: trends between treatment/control diverge
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Appendix: Heterogenous treatment effects
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